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Joyful News - March 18, 2020
Spiritual Solutions
I have been flooded with questions on numerous topics as of late and, as you would imagine, many
are on the virus and how I am addressing. Keep in mind that in all things, I am always going for the
cause of matters as presented.
VIRUS
Considering that the virus seems the biggest concern these days, I will elaborate on what has been
done regarding it from the spiritual healing perspective.
When I first opened a process to address the virus, I was shown China having a big cloud over it.
That was the first thing we cleared. I was shown labs and formulas and cleared those. Those were
a couple of the highlights from the first clearing on the subject but the time and intricacies take time
to analyze, evaluate and clear. The key component here is that all I am doing is allowing God to
work through me.
When focusing on the virus, and all that was surfacing because of it, we had to address from
different angles. Each moment of clearing reaches additional layers with each focus. Last week we
were given a key to release the causal level of several viruses. Once the causal level is released,
all can begin to unravel and course correct in the deepest manner and according to divine will and
order.
ASCENSION
A challenge came up yesterday, however, from St. Patrick. I had been working with him recently
due to things we needed to clear before the Ides of March and then St. Patrick's Day. God told me
Monday night that yesterday would be another day of ascension. Many more would be able to
ascend if they weren't caught up in fear. So, St. Patrick asked me to clear the collective of the fears
humanity was expressing these days. Those fears and all fears block ascending to the highest
potential. All ascension depends on where you vibrate.
What I have been doing on an individual basis is boosting people's immune systems to enhance
their own defense mechanisms. We have also been clearing any and all ancestral karma and all
darkness within that could sabotage in some manner as well. Any fear, limited belief or negativity
can lower one's resistance and also diminish potential outcomes.
NEW WORLD
On the brighter side, this is all course correcting for a more balanced and evolved world. Much is
going on in the background to clear, rebalance and fix grave errors that have been made in the past
in our shared history of this world. Once we get though this period of turmoil, the world should be in
better shape. We just have to ride the wave and deal with the circumstances as presented the best
we can right now.
SOLUTION
Here is an audio I did this morning during a client session and posted it on SoundCloud for all to
benefit. Hopefully, this direction will help you navigate the future with greater ease and give you the
power to have the clear direction and assistance from above for the highest and best for you and
yours.
I also channeled an audio message during this morning's session from a past-life ancestor of my
client who shared the dynamics of money challenges relating to men but affecting all. Fortunately,
we can clear those dynamics in our upcoming monthly call for participants since we are addressing
money April 4.

Wishing you and yours health and ease...
Blessings,

PS: Don't forgot to join is our Facebook group, Help from Heaven, for further discussion.

BOOK

TELEPHONE EVENTS

Wisdom of the Guardian

Group Healing Calls

Many are struggling
for answers and have
asked what they can
do personally do their
own healing. Reading
"Wisdom of the
Guardian: Treasures
from Archangel
Michael to Change
Your Life" can help.
Michael addresses
purpose, career,
relationships, parenting, and Heaven on Earth
among other insights.
Michael is always with you when you read the
book.
The tools he provides at the end of the book will
serve you over and over again.
Wisdom of the Guardian

April 4, 2020, 11:11 AM EST
Clear Your Past and Change Your Future
Release the limitations from the past that are
blocking your future of ease, joy and
abundance. Let go of negative emotions,
beliefs, situations, challenges, karma, ancestral
and 3D programming as well as anything
sabotaging or concerning you. We will be
releasing money issues along with whatever
God dictates in both clearing and teaching.
For more information and registration.

Joy S. Pedersen, CEO and Founder of Express Success LLC, is a Doctor of Divinity,
Licensed Spiritual Healer, Certified Spiritual Health Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, Non-denonimation ordained minister and a #1 International Best-selling author.
She is also a noted business consultant and networker with a celebrated international
clientele.
She works closely with individuals and businesses of all sizes to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career, business, health and well being. Her work includes
clearing negative memories, emotions, limited beliefs, property, travel, karma, curses and
darkness as well as clearing the future.
Her pro bono work focuses on a global peace and prosperity initiative healing the cause of the imbalances and
atrocities negatively affecting all to set humanity free.
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